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Abstract

Unlike what is common in the traditional manufacturing industry, the struc-
tures in the construction industry are often one of a kind. The goal of this paper
is to provide a real-world compatible fully automated gantry-robot system for
flexible serial production of custom-made reinforcement cages. This can lead to
increased efficiency, productivity, and sustainability, not to mention the positive
impact on labour safety as well as decreased environmental impact. In this pa-
per, we present a solution utilizing three industrial robots mounted on a gantry
structure, and for the automatic generation of robot paths for moving, placing,
and tying rebars. Moreover, we present how a CAD model of a rebar cage,
created in Tekla, along with installation instructions such as installation order,
are transferred into CoppeliaSim. This proof-of-concept implementation is an
important milestone indicating the feasibility of our proposed robotic solution
for the automated construction of one-of-a-kind reinforcement cages.

Keywords: Automatic Construction, Digital Fabrication, Construction Robot,
Path Planning, Reinforcement Cages

1. Introduction

In the context of the construction industry, installation of reinforcement bars
(rebars) for concrete structures is a time-consuming manual process, performed
one rebar at a time, see Figure 1. Traditionally, reinforcement is installed di-
rectly in the formwork, bar by bar. Prefabricated reinforcement cages are also
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sometimes used. In such cases, the cages are often prefabricated off-site and
transported to the site where they are installed in their permanent position.
Either way, the installation of the bars is done manually.

This manual work poses several challenges to the workers that perform the
work as well as to the projects that include this type of work. Two important
challenges that can be mentioned are that reinforcement installation is very
heavy and it is also time-consuming. We normally find reinforcement installation
on the critical path of the projects. This type of work affects the worker’s health
and it also negatively affects project schedules. On top of this, the installation
of reinforcement is normally found on the critical line of virtually all large civil
construction projects, meaning that the project schedule is directly affected
by the installation time. One way of dealing with the time-critical aspect of
reinforcement installation is to manually prefabricate the reinforcement in bigger
units, often referred to as reinforcement cages or rebar cages. These units can
be fabricated at locations other than their final install locations and then, once
fabricated, lifted into their permanent positions before pouring the concrete.
This way of installing shortens the overall construction time, but will not change
the fact that the reinforcement is still manually fabricated.

Figure 1: Manual reinforcement installation in progress.

The solution proposed in this paper has the benefit of minimizing the pro-
duced waste, as, in the proposed set-up, the reinforcement bars are bent and cut
using bar coils. As a result, only the necessary reinforcement for the particular
cage under construction is used, in contrast to the manual installation process,
where bars not used for structural purposes are normally cut from standard
length bars, leading to unnecessary waste on the site. Moreover, as the installa-
tion will be based on a 3D BIM model, only the necessary bars included in the
design will be installed, avoiding further waste.

Moreover, the two most relevant advantages are the time saved on the criti-
cal path of the project, thanks to overall increased efficiency and productivity,
and the reduction of hard work and wear of the workers required to install the
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reinforcement manually. In addition to that, removing the difficulties of man-
ual fabrication is one of the benefits of such a process. Another benefit would
be potential cost savings due to a faster fabrication process. However struc-
tures, like houses, bridges, or tunnels are unique and one of a kind, i.e., they
are built for a special purpose, taking into account the site conditions when
designing them. Even though repetitive operations are strived for, automating
the reinforcement process for built-specific structures poses a different challenge
from automating serial production. Most strikingly, each unique reinforcement
cage requires its own set of operations to be performed. This means that the
automation must be flexible enough to handle a large set of operations, enabling
the fabrication of a large set of rebar cages.

In order to determine which operations are to be performed, all the infor-
mation regarding how the rebar cage should be fabricated must be fed to the
automation system, preferably as a digital model. One example of such a digital
model is a three-dimensional CAD including detailed information for all rebars,
see an example in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Digital drawing of a rebar cage.

In this paper, we investigate the automation of the fabrication of rebar cages.
While we mention aspects of digitization, our main focus is on executing opera-
tions that, when executed in sequence, enable the fabrication of a specific rebar
cage. To do this we present a production cell with a gantry structure and three
industrial articulated robots. We also present algorithms for generating paths
for the production cell which execute the required operations.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the presented solutions, we utilize a vir-
tual production cell implemented in CoppeliaSim [1], with a use case for the
assembly of a rebar cage provided by the construction company Skanska1. The
demonstration covers key steps necessary, from drawings of the rebar cage to
tying of individual rebars positioned in place by the industrial robots of the pro-
duction cell. Moreover, we also outline some of the challenges that should be
tackled for bringing the idea of robotic fabrication to real life. A simple sketch of

1https://www.skanska.se/en-us/
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Figure 3: Overall process scheme.

the process for automatic fabrication of reinforcement cages is depicted in Fig-
ure 3. However, note that this sketch only intends to show the steps needed for
automated pre-fabrication of the rebar cages, given the CAD model as an input
and the corresponding pre-fabricated rebar cage as an output. This should be
compared with other methods of pre-fabrication. The pre-fabricated cage will,
just as any pre-fabricated cage, have to be transported to the site and installed
in its permanent location. The transportation, as well as other changes in the
construction process, which are needed to introduce such a robotic system, are
well beyond the scope of this paper. While we mention aspects of digitalization
and automation, our objective is focused on executing operations that, when
executed in sequence, enable the fabrication of a specific rebar cage. It should
also be noted that in the suggested solution, the robots are not supposed to
move around the construction site but rather, their movements are limited to
the place where the rebar cages are to be pre-fabricated.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Sec-
tion 3 describes the production cell used for the automated fabrication of rebar
cages. Section 4 presents an overview of the suggested approach for automatic
fabrication of rebar cages. Section 5 outlines the path planning methods used
for picking, placing, and tying rebars, followed by a proof-of-concept implemen-
tation in Section 6 and demonstration in Section 7. Finally, Section 9 concludes
the paper and presents the discussion along with the future direction of this
research.

2. Related Work

In comparison to advances in methods and technology used in the manufac-
turing industry, the methods and tools used in the construction industry have
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not developed significantly. Traditional methods used in today’s construction
industry don’t necessarily address the demands for efficiency, productivity, and
sustainability. Robotics is a key and enabling technology for innovation in the
construction industry. Despite all the benefits offered by robotics, possible fu-
ture scenarios of the application of robotics in the construction industry have
not been systematically and extensively explored. Thus, how the construction
industry will develop in the future and what kind of robots should be developed
is not yet clear. Furthermore, because construction robotics is not yet an estab-
lished field, design experiences or robust data from previous developments and
applications are lacking [2].

In [3], one of the first research ideas on robotic construction is presented.
In the paper, the possibility of using industrial robots and possible applications
in the construction industry was investigated. In [4], the author presents the
idea of using a gantry-robot system as well as the design of a modular robot
system for building applications. In [5], the authors propose a robotic cell
to assemble rebar cages for beams and columns. Their proposed robotic cell
includes four industrial robots hanging on a gantry system. The inputs to this
system are the pre-manufactured rebars, and the output consists of rebar cages,
similar to what we present in this work. However, their paper only presents
the proposed robotic cell without really building and testing it. In our case, we
built the gantry-robot system, simulated and experimentally demonstrated the
fabrication. We have also observed challenges when working to bring this idea to
life, these will be discussed in the following sections. Additionally, we have also
previously presented our proof-of-concept downscaled preliminary production
cell for automated construction of rebar cages2 and in [6] we have highlighted
key challenges when it comes to automating the overall process of using the
production cell to fabricate rebar cages.

In recent years, the scientific community has witnessed an increasing interest
in 3D printed concrete [7] and robotic fabrication with concrete [8]. However, au-
tomated integration of structural reinforcement is still a challenging problem [9].
Hack et al. [10] present a robotic fabrication process that unifies concrete form-
work and structural reinforcement. Kontovourkis and Tryfonos [11] developed a
parametric-integrated algorithm for tool-path planning and 3D printing control
using an industrial robot.

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any robotics system for
the automatic fabrication of reinforcement rebar cages. However, there are two
robots called TyBot as well as IronBot3. Yet, these robots are of a different
nature and with different tasks. TyBot is a mobile tying machine/robot which
ties the already placed rebars together, while the IronBot is a mobile pick and
place single robot. These robots are meant to build cages in, e.g., bridge con-
struction. None of these robots is able to cooperatively and automatically place
the rebars one after another and tie them together to build cages. However,

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9TOAa5g_Zo
3https://www.constructionrobots.com/
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in our case, the robots are interacting with each other to cooperatively mount
different bar types one after another to fabricate a rebar cage corresponding to
given CAD model as input.

From a robotics perspective, the problem that we face in this paper is to plan
for single-piece manufacturing using three kinematically redundant gantry-robot
structures. More specifically, the problem is divided into (i) planning in joint
space for tying rebars together, and (ii) planning for bi-manual manipulation
in Euclidean space for placing rebars in the rebar cage, which is a planning
problem for a closed kinematic chain.

In [12] a similar problem to our placement planning problem is described.
The authors describe the manipulation of parts made of carbon fibre reinforced
plastics, to be used as aeroplane components. They use two 6 Degrees Of
Freedom (DOF) robots, each on a linear axis, to manipulate a large number of
different parts. Their path planning technique uses one robot as a master, for
which a path is computed first, and the other robot as a slave which adapts to
the path of the master. Their objective is to minimize programming time due
to a large number of parts. In this work, however, we focus on the minimization
of programming time for single-piece production.

Another work where bi-manual manipulation and a single axis are used
in [13]. Their application is moving aluminium parts for an avionics application.
It is worth noticing that they define the gripper positions manually. Similarly,
we also define the gripping points as well as the tying points manually during
the data extraction from the digital model. However, part of our future work
will be to further investigate how to automatically generate the gripping and
tying points.

We have not used the methods cited above for our bi-manual manipulation
path planning. The main reason is that we were not aware of these methods
when the work started. As a general comment on planning for a single robot at
a time, this is generally not a good idea when the robots are likely to interfere
with one another which is often the case in our path planning problem.

It is worth noticing that our planning problem must be solved under large
uncertainties due to imperfections coming from the rebar manufacturing process,
as well as deflections of rebars and parts of the gantry-robot system. Dealing
with such non-idealities is an important problem, but it is beyond the scope of
this paper, and it is left to future work. In this paper, we assume that everything
is ideal, as explained in Section 4.

3. The Production Cell

We consider a production cell consisting of a gantry structure, with three
robotic arms. A previous version of the production cell is shown in Figure 4.
The three robotic arms are attached to the gantry structure from their base,
and hanging downwards, i.e., they are positioned upside down. Labelling the
vertical axis as the z-axis the gantries can move the base of each robot in
the x and y directions. The setup uses three ABB IRB1200-7/0.7 industrial
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robots, although any 6 DOF robotic arm with similar kinematics will work.
Combining the DOF of a single gantry-robot system gives a total of 8 DOF.
The full system, consisting of three gantry-robot systems, has 24 DOF which,
disregarding collisions, can be controlled independently.

Figure 4: The down-scaled system with 2 DOF per gantry.

In our future production cell, and in the cell which we have used in simulation
as well as the accompanying video for this paper, the gantry will be able to move
the base of the robot also in z direction, giving 3 additional DOF to the gantry.
The total number of DOF for the full gantry-robot system will then increase to
27. The methods proposed in this paper are developed for such a system. In the
following, we refer to the full machine as the full system, or system, while each
of the gantry-robot systems is referred to as a gantry-robot system. Note that
the system intended for use in large civil construction projects, the full-scale
system, will be much larger than the systems discussed above.

The production cell needs a delivery system for rebars. The full-scale system
consists of a cut and bend machine and a fixture. The cut and bend machine
takes rebar rolls and produces different rebar types as in Figure 5, according
to a given order. The produced rebar is then placed in a fixture where the
robots can pick them up. We have yet to develop this part of the real physical
production cell. Instead, since we do not suffer the logistical problems of a real-
world production cell in our simulation, we present the rebars as hanging in free
space above a table. In the following, a rebar being in the fixture refers to the
rebar being in the pick location.
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4. Overall Approach

In this section, we briefly discuss our overall approach to the problem of going
from a CAD model of a rebar cage to a finished rebar cage in the real world. We
then define the scope of this paper as part of this overall approach and give an
overview of related challenges. Specifically, we focus on and highlight details of
picking, placing, and tying of rebars, along with the digitization process needed
to facilitate such an automated installation of rebar cages.

4.1. Working Assumptions
The presented approach is based on the following working assumptions:

Assumption 1. The gantry is a rigid structure, i.e., it does not deflect or twist
because of the weight of the robots and the lifted rebars.

Assumption 2. The robot links and joints are not affected by physical loads,
i.e., the kinematics of the robots are always described by the same equations.

Assumption 3. The rebars are ideal, i.e., they are rigid bodies, there are no
deviations, deformations, or deflections4. In other words, the rebars are assumed
to have their theoretical geometry.

Assumption 4. The tying tool produces tight enough knots to firmly tie the
rebars together. In other words, after being tied together the rebars are fixed
with respect to each other.

Assumptions 1–4 are at the basis of the construction design, and they will
be used in the simulation. Future research will be dedicated to investigating
how to relax some or all of these assumptions, to port the proposed solution to
a real-world solution.

4.2. CAD to real-world cage
Given any method of assembly, there are constraints on the rebar cages that

can be assembled. This in turn means that the design of rebar cages must be
adapted to the method of assembly, whether automated or manual. Assuming
that we have a rebar cage that is suitable for assembly in our production cell,
the problem of going from a cage’s digital model to the real-world assembled
cage can be divided into the following steps:

1. Calculate an installation order based on which fabricating the cage is
feasible

4By deviation, we mean their length is exactly as the nominal value. By deflection we
mean they do not bend because of the gravity while lifted and moved by the robots. And
by deformation or twist, we mean their shape doesn’t change before/after fed to the cut and
bend machine and/or during transportation to the site.
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(a) A-bar (b) B-bar (c) C-bar

Figure 5: The rebar types that we consider in this paper.

2. Calculate grip points and tie points for the robots.

3. Generate system trajectories, which are compatible with the production
cell.

4. Upload the generated instructions to the production cell’s controller and
execute.

Our overall goal is to start with a valid (from an automation perspective)
digital model of a rebar cage as input and end up with an assembled rebar cage.
In this paper, however, we mainly focus on the third step. More specifically,
we take as input a CAD model of a rebar cage along with a file (supplementary
data) containing the following information.

• Installation order. The order in which the rebars should be installed in
the cage.

• Rebar type. The type of each rebar in the rebar cage. Different types
of rebars exist, e.g., “A-bar”, “B-bar”, and “C-bar”, depicted in Figure 5.

• Rebar dimensions. Geometrical properties of the rebars.

• Rebar’s placement location. The target position for each rebar in the
cage under construction.

• Grip points. The grip position for each of the gripping robots for each
of the rebars.

• Tie points The positions where each rebar needs to be tied into the
already built part of the cage.

• Tie instructions. Instructions for tying each rebar in the cage. Includes
the order of the tie points, as well as information on when one or more of
the placing robots must release the rebar for a tie point to be accessible.

The availability of this information is essential for the automation of the
fabrication process. Future research will focus on the automated generation of
most of the required supplementary data.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure for the construction of the structure from the CAD
model.
1: procedure BuildCage(Robots,CAD_model)
2: PlacePaths, TiePaths, InstallationOrder ← ComputePaths(Robots, CAD_model)
3: Cage ← ∅ . Initialize the cage to have no rebar
4: while InstallationOrder 6= ∅ do . Until there are no rebars to place
5: rebar ← InstallationOrder.next() . Get rebar to place
6: path ← PlacePaths.next() . Get the path to place next rebar
7: actuate_path(Robots,path) . Put the rebar in place
8: Cage.add(rebar) . Add the rebar to the digital twin of the cage
9: path ← TiePaths.next() . Get the tie paths to place next rebar

10: actuate_path(Robots,path) . Tie rebar into cage
11: goto Homing position
12: end while
13: end procedure

4.3. Automated fabrication of the rebar cage
We consider a production cell as described in Section 3. The objective is

to start from a 3D representation of the rebar cage to be constructed, and
automatically generate a plan for the full system that, when executed in the
production cell, manufactures the rebar cage. An overview of the proposed
method for accomplishing this is presented in Algorithm 1.

A model of the production cell and the CAD model are the inputs to Algo-
rithm 1. These inputs can be used for a digital twin, which will also allow us
to keep track of the current status of the production cell and assembly during
operation. Information such as robot grips, where to tie, installation order, and
robot paths, is to be generated. At this point, we use supplementary data for
grips, tie points, and installation order and generate only the robot paths. In
our case, the Tekla5 software was used to generate the CAD model.

Note that the required data to control the robot cell are related to:

1. The identification of tie points and potential gripping points, based on the
type of rebars.

2. The computation of the installation order, which grip points to use, and
ordering of tie points.

Such a problem is more complex, and the adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-
based solutions for automated planning could be beneficial to explore [14, 15, 16].
However, AI-based methods will be explored in the future as a viable solution
to further speed up and possibly optimize the overall process.

The first step in the algorithm is to calculate the installation order and the
gantry-robot paths for installing all the rebars. The computation of the gantry-
robot paths is as described in Algorithm 2, while the installation order is taken
from supplementary data. We then follow the installation order and actuate

5https://www.tekla.com/
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for computing the paths needed to build the structure
from the CAD model.
1: function computePaths(Robots,CAD_model)
2: PlacePaths ← ∅ . Initialize the paths for placing rebar
3: TiePaths ← ∅ . Initialize the paths for tying rebars
4: Installation_order ← compute_installation_order(Robots, CAD_model)
5: Cage ← CAD_model . Initialize the cage to have the full CAD_model
6: while Cage 6= ∅ do . Until the cage is not de-constructed
7: rebar ← Installation_order.last() . Get the last rebar to be placed
8: hold_pos ← find_hold(CAD_model,rebar) . Get the hold positions of the rebar
9: path ← compute_path(Robots,Cage,rebar,hold_pos)

10: PlacePaths.insert_at_beginning(inverse(path)) . Store the inverse of the path
11: tie_pos ← find_ties(CAD_model,rebar)
12: while tie_pos 6= ∅ do . Get the tie positions for the rebar
13: path ← compute_tie_path(Robots,Cage,rebar,tie_pos)
14: TiePaths.insert_at_beginning(path) . Store the tie path
15: Cage.remove(rebar) . Remove the rebar to the digital twin of the cage
16: end while
17: goto Homing position
18: end while
19: return PlacePaths, TiePaths, InstallationOrder
20: end function

the gantry-robot systems to follow each of the paths for placing and tying the
rebars. Once the rebar has been placed, the rebar is tied into the structure.

Finally, the gantry-robot systems are moved to their respective homing po-
sition, waiting for new rebar to be produced which is then placed and tied in
the same way as the previous rebar.

4.4. Computation of the robot paths
Computing the paths while assembling a cage is time-consuming and im-

practical. In our approach, we work in a digital model of the production cell
and we “de-construct” the cage. This means that we compute paths for untying
and picking rebars from a cage and placing them in the fixture. To manufacture
the cage in the real production cell, untying becomes tying and the paths, as
well as their order, are reversed.

The rationale for working backwards is that once the rebar is far enough –
but not too far – away from the cage, the number of valid robot configurations
is much larger than when the rebar is at its final location. This indicates that if
we start from valid configurations for placing and tying the rebars, the problem
of finding a path to the fixture should be easier than if we started from valid
configurations at the fixture and tried to find a path for placing and tying the
rebar.

We use the provided installation order to determine which rebar to install.
The first step is to determine the rebar path, from its location in the rebar
cage to its place in a fixture. The next step is to determine possible “place and
tie” configurations. These are picked randomly by sampling from the allowed
configurations. Starting from the place configuration, we try to generate paths
for the system to follow the generated rebar movement. Once that is done, tie
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paths are generated by again setting the rebar in the cage and then planning tie
paths, possibly letting go of the rebar in order to access all tie points. If either
the generation of the place path or the tie paths fails, we go back and try to
generate new place and tie configurations.

When paths have been generated for picking, placing, and tying a rebar,
that rebar is removed from the cage. The next rebar in the installation order
is then addressed, with a slight modification. We try to reuse any previously
generated path. This is done by offsetting the paths for the active robots6 to
match the new rebars position and checking that the resulting pick, place and
tie operations can be performed with no collisions.

5. Path Planning

In this section we first outline the path planning method that we use for pick-
ing, placing, and tying the rebars and then we give a more detailed description
of the steps involved.

The path planning is conducted through the execution of the following steps,
each of which will be described in more detail later:

1. Create the path that the rebar will travel.

2. Create robot configurations for placing the rebar in the rebar cage.

3. Create robot configurations for tying the tie points while one or more
robots are still holding the rebar.

4. Create the robot paths for pick and place of rebar.

5. Create paths for the robot tying rebars together while potentially moving
non-tying robots out of the way.

The first step, where the rebar path is computed, is considered independently
from the robot movement. This means that we assume that we can compute
robot movements to execute the pick and place based on the computed rebar
path. While this makes path planning easier, it also limits which rebar cages
can be built using our method7. Finally, note that the order of the last two
steps can be switched in the method that we use.

5.1. Creating the rebar path
The rebar path is computed starting from the rebar’s placement position in

the cage and ending with the rebar in the fixture. The reason for this reverse

6At times one or more robots are not involved and these must then simply be kept out
of the way during the motions. We do this by defining safe locations for each of the robots,
where the safe location for the middle robot depends on the current location of the two outer
robots.

7Relaxing this assumption is part of our future work.
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operation is that placing the rebar in the fixture is an easier problem than
placing the rebar in the cage, mainly due to the crowded environment in the
rebar cage.

To create a path that removes a rebar, called the moving rebar below, from
the rebar cage, we use a number of deterministic steps. The pose of the moving
rebar is stored after each step. This gives a path consisting of waypoints. The
steps are:

1. Apply an analogue of a repulsive potential between the moving rebar from
its neighbours in the cage.

2. Lift the rebar straight up to a height where it can move freely above the
cage.

3. Translate the rebar to the middle of the cage

4. Translate and rotate the rebar such that it is positioned above the rebar
fixture.

5. Lower the rebar into the fixture.

Applying a repulsive potential between the moving rebar and the other rebars
in the cage means the moving rebar will be pushed away from its neighbours
in a direction where no collisions occur. The idea is that this step should
give an approach to the final location. This is essentially just potential field
path planning, see for example [17], which introduces the possibility of getting
trapped in a local minimum or oscillations. In this case, we assume that the
rebar cage and the installation order are such that this does not happen.

Regarding the form of the potential, there are many possibilities and we
have not searched for criteria to distinguish an optimal one. We have chosen a
potential guided by the initial and desired distances between the moving rebar
and the other rebars in the cage, as well as the number of iterations needed to
remove the rebar. The chosen potential gives the offset magnitude

d(∆) = 0.002 ·∆ ·
(

1

∆
− 1

0.1

)
, when ∆ ≤ 10mm, (1)

d(∆) = 0, when ∆ > 10mm, (2)

where ∆ is the minimum distance between the two rebars. The potential is
plotted in Figure 6. The direction of the contribution is given by the direction
of the vector from one rebar to the other.

The displacement contributions from all rebars with respect to the moving
rebar are added to get a total displacement. We then impose a minimum and
maximum allowed displacement for each iteration. If the magnitude of the
displacement is larger (smaller) than the maximum (minimum) the magnitude
is set to the maximum (minimum). The chosen maximum is 2.5 mm and the
minimum is 1 mm. We stop iterating once the minimum distance from the
moving rebar to all other rebars is 2 mm.
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Figure 6: The offset contribution from a single rebar to a moving rebar. The distance refers
to the minimum distance between the rebars. Note that the rebars start at least 5 mm apart
which is why the x-axis starts at 5 mm.

Following the repulsion step, we lift the rebar straight up, while checking for
collisions, to a height where the rebar is free to move. The rebar is then moved
above the fixture with the same orientation as it needs to have in the fixture.
Finally, the rebar is lowered to its position in the fixture.

5.2. Creating place configurations
The way that we create configurations for placing the rebar is to sample

the gantries in different positions and perform Inverse Kinematics (IK) for the
remaining 6 DOF. We then check that the robot can release the rebar in its final
location without hitting any kinematic limits or obstacles. Any robot that is not
used is placed in a location where it will not interfere with the place movement.

If tying the rebars was not an issue it would most likely be good enough
to perform this process until one collision-free place configuration is found. We
do however want to keep the robots that are placing the rebar still when tying,
at least for a few of the tie points. Therefore we have to adapt the place
configuration to give enough room for tying. To do this we sample several place
configurations and select the one with the largest difference along the first gantry
axis, the sampling is described in more detail in Section 6. This does not always
ensure that good tie configurations can be found but it is a useful heuristic.
Other possible heuristics might guide the choice of place configuration. One
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possibility is to look at the joint angles for the last 6 DOF and see that the joint
limits are as far away from their respective limits as possible.

5.3. Creating tie configurations
As mentioned in the previous subsection, we keep the robots that are placing

the rebar still when tying at least a few of the tie points associated with a
particular rebar. Some tie points might not be reachable in this way, and we
assume that when this is the case it is indicated by the input data to the path
planner.

As long as we keep the placing robots still we simply sample the tying robot
at the tie location, as we sampled for the place configurations. We also make
sure that the tying robot can perform a linear approach movement. This process
typically has to be repeated a few times in order to find valid tie configurations.

When we need to move one of the placing robots out of the way, it is placed
in a suitable location where it will not interfere with tying. The sampling of the
tying robot then continues as before.

5.4. Pick-and-place path
What goes into this step is the rebar waypoints as well as the place configu-

ration, which is the configuration of the system in the first waypoint. We then
sample the full system at the next rebar waypoint, as before by sampling the
gantry and using IK for the last 6 DOFs (the IK step is only to check for reach-
ability as will be explained below). To get the path in between the waypoints
we interpolate the rebar and the gantry-robot system together.

The rebar is interpolated using spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) [18]
for orientation and linear interpolation for the position. For the robot interpo-
lation, the gantry is interpolated linearly while the last 6 DOFs are determined
using IK in order to follow the grips on the rebar and that the path must be
continuous in the robot joints.

Once a path between the first and second rebar waypoint is determined
the process continues between the second and third rebar waypoint, using the
computed configuration at waypoint two as the starting point for the robots.
The process typically does not work for every possible random sample at each
rebar waypoint. For this reason, we try multiple times in order to find a path.
When doing this we apply a depth-first search where each starting configuration
at a given rebar waypoint is used for some maximum number of times and we
stop searching once one path to the fixture is found.

Note that the algorithm presented above is not probabilistically complete.
Meaning that it will not always find a solution, even in cases where there is one.
However, we have not found a complete algorithm for this planning scenario.

5.5. Creating tie paths
In short, the tie paths are computed using bi-directional RRT-Connect [19,

17], referred to as BiRRT in the following. The tying robot starts in a configu-
ration where it is out of the way for the placement of the rebar. We then plan
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Figure 7: CoppeliaSim simulation scene used for virtual demonstration.

to the first tie point, then the second, and so on. If any of the place robots
need to be removed for tying to continue then the path for this movement is
also planned using a BiRRT while keeping the other two robots standing still.

6. Implementation in CoppeliaSim

In order to test the algorithms described in Section 4 and Section 5 we have
implemented them as a plugin to CoppeliaSim using its regular API8. In Cop-
peliaSim we have set up the gantry structures of the production cell of Section 3,
as well as the robots. The gantry is modelled using cuboids for the links and we
have then added joints to be able to move the industrial robots around using
the gantry. The robots that we use have been implemented by importing ABB
IRB1200-7/0.7 CAD data9 to CoppeliaSim and adding the proper joints to the
model. The setup is displayed in Figure 7.

In the following, we describe implementation details concerning the central
steps of (i) data import, (ii) sampling, (iii) interpolation, and (iv) path planning,
respectively.

6.1. Data import
This subsection details the central steps involved when loading all relevant

data of the rebar cage to be constructed by the production cell into the memory
of CoppeliaSim. In addition, as part of the data being automatically imported
into CoppeliaSim, in this paper the installation order (of rebars) is given in the

8see https://www.coppeliarobotics.com/
9found from https://abb.com/
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Figure 8: To transfer frames given in the Tekla reference frame, OT , to the CoppeliaSim
reference frame, OC , we need to identify the transform between the frames, CTT . Op is a
frame that is fixed in the CAD model of the rebar cage. By expressing the transformation to
Op in Tekla, giving TTp, and in CoppeliaSim, giving CTp, the frame desired transformation
CTT can be determined.

data file. The installation order is the sequence order for which the assembly
process of the cage’s rebars is supposed to be executed, to eventually end up
with the desired reinforcement cage. The installation order must be, and it is
assumed to be, a feasible order with respect to assembly in the production cell.

6.1.1. Coordinate transformation
Rigid objects in space can be described by their position and orientation.

The combination of position and orientation is usually referred to as the pose of
the object. A frame is a Cartesian coordinate system, i.e., a set of orthogonal
axes which intersect at a point known as the origin. The pose of an object is
expressed in a reference frame that uniquely identifies the object in space.

All frames in space in the extracted data from the Tekla digital model,
including the gripping and tying frames are with respect to the reference frame
in the Tekla model. Hence, for these frames to refer to the corresponding frames
in the CoppeliaSim model, it is necessary to develop a transformation matrix [20]
between the Tekla reference frame and the CoppeliaSim reference frame.

The homogeneous transformation matrix, CTT , is a 4× 4 matrix that maps
frames defined with respect to the Tekla reference frame to the corresponding
frame with respect to the CoppeliaSim model reference frame, see Figure 8. The
transformation matrix is defined as follows

CTp = CTT · TTp ⇒ CTT = CTp · TTp
−1

(3)

where CTp and TTp are the 4 × 4 matrices representing a frame in the Cop-
peliaSim coordinate frame and the Tekla coordinate frame, respectively.

6.1.2. Calculation of CTT

Looking at Eq. (3), we can find CTT by identifying CTP and TTP for some
P which is fixed in the CAD model. In this paper, we have used an A-bar in
the bottom of the cage since it gives a clear direction along the cage and we
already know that the z-axes align.
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6.1.3. Mapping our input
In our work, the data extracted from Tekla is structured in such a way that

the orientation of each point is presented in rotations around the fixed x-axis, y-
axis, and z-axis, i.e., α, β, and γ format. That is to say, for a more general case
where the coordinate frames assigned to the desired frames are not aligned with
the reference coordinate frame in Tekla, the R3×3 element of CTp is formulated
as

R3×3 = Rx(α) ·Ry(β) ·Rz(γ) (4)

where Rx(α), Ry(β), and Rz(γ) are the rotation matrices around x-axis, y-axis,
and z-axis in the Tekla coordinate system, respectively. Then, any point with
arbitrary position and rotation in 3D space in the Tekla digital model can be
mapped to the corresponding point in the CoppeliaSim digital model by

CTp = CTT ·
[
R3×3

Tp
01×3 1

]
(5)

where CTT is the pose of the desired point with respect to the Tekla and Cop-
peliaSim reference frames and Tp = [Txp

T yp
T zp]> are the x, y, and z coordi-

nates of the point with respect to the Tekla reference frame, respectively as in
Figure 8.

6.2. Sampling
We have implemented two types of random sampling. The types are i)

sampling in joint space, which simply returns a position in configuration space,
and ii) sampling in the workspace, where the gantry is sampled somewhere
around the desired work-space position and the robot configuration is randomly
selected among the available inverse kinematics solutions (if there are any).

When sampling the gantry, the distribution around the desired Tool Center
Point (TCP) is not a uniform sphere for the first and third robot. Instead,
we skew the distribution in the sphere towards a desired direction along the y-
coordinate as well as that we make sure that the base of the robot is placed above
the target. To get the base position we start from the target pose [xt, yt, zt]

> and
add a vector [x, y, z]>. To determine the vector to add, we sample in coordinates
[r, φ,∆z]> where the relationship to [xt, yt, zt]

> is given by

x = r · cos(φ) ·
√

1− (∆z)2 (6)

y = r · sin(φ) ·
√

1− (∆z)2 (7)
z = r ·∆z + baseHeight, (8)

where baseHeight is the height of the robot base, from mounting point to the
first joint. The sampling is done according to

r = X × reach, where X ∼ Beta(1.5, 2.5) (9)
φ = Y, where Y ∼ tri(φ0 − π, φ0 + π, φ0) (10)
∆z = Z, where Z ∼ U(0, 1) (11)
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where reach is the reach of the robot arm and φ0 is the desired direction in the
x, y-plane. Furthermore, we have used the probability distributions10 (i) beta
distribution Beta(α, β), (ii) triangular distribution tri(a, b, c) centered around c
with limits a and b, and (iii) uniform distribution U(a, b) between a and b. Note
that if there is no prefered angle φ0 the triangular distribution can be replaced
with U(−π, π). We then determine [x, y, z]> and the resulting base position is
transformed into a gantry position where IK is performed to get a sample.

When sampling configurations in joint- and work-space with one or more
systems, the other systems must also get a configuration. This situation hap-
pens, for example, when the tying robot is sampled to find a path between tie
frames or when the placing robots are sampled to find a path for placing a rebar.
In these cases, the robots which are not active in the movement must still have
configurations. To implement this we have two other options for sampling. The
first option is to stay still in a given configuration, as what is done by the plac-
ing robots when the tying robot is sampled for finding a tie path. The second
option is to make sure that a robot is out of the way, as is done by the tying
robot when the placing robots are sampled for placing the rebar. Regardless of
how sampling is performed, we make sure that the system as a whole remains
in a valid state, respecting the order of the different gantries and making sure
that there are no collisions.

6.3. Interpolation
For the work described in this paper, we need three different modes of gantry-

robot interpolation depending on the situation. The three different modes of
gantry-robot interpolation are:

1. Interpolation in configuration space, where each joint variable, for robot
and gantry, is linearly interpolated. This mode is used for example when
tying.

2. Linear interpolation in the workspace, where the robot TCP is to follow
a linear trajectory, while possibly changing its orientation. In this mode,
a starting configuration for gantry and robot is supplied, as well as a goal
gantry configuration. The gantry joints are interpolated linearly, while the
robot joints are determined by IK along the trajectory. In cases where the
orientation is changing along the trajectory, the orientation is determined
using Slerp [18]. This mode is used for example when approaching a rebar.

3. Interpolation, where a rebar is being moved in the workspace and a gantry-
robot system is moved to keep its TCP fixed in the rebar frame. In this
mode, as in the linear mode, a start configuration for gantry and robot as
well as a goal gantry configuration is provided, along with a rebar path
and a grip position in the rebar frame. As the rebar is being moved in

10Note that in this paper the selection of distributions is a result of experimentation rather
than of a formal evaluation.
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the workspace the gantry is linearly interpolated between its start and
end position while the robot joints are determined using IK. This mode is
used when transporting a rebar.

Note that each of the three interpolation modes can be used for one or
more of the gantry-robot systems, and different gantry-robot systems can be
interpolated in different modes at the same time.

6.4. Path planning
In this paper, we have implemented two different types of randomized plan-

ners for use in different situations. One is a BiRRT [19, 17], which we use for
planning in configuration space. This is used when planning motions between
different tie frames, as well as when moving robots out of the way. The other
planner is the one that is used for creating robot paths to place a rebar. We
refer to this as the place planner below.

The job of the place planner is to create gantry-robot paths for a given
rebar path. The rebar path is from the rebar’s pose in the cage to its pose in
the fixture, and it is given as a list of waypoints. Apart from the rebar path
the place planner also takes grip poses relative to the rebar as well as place
configurations as input.

From this input, the place planner uses a depth-first search strategy to find
robot configurations along the rebar path. To do this the planner samples one
set of gantry configurations for the second waypoint (workspace planning is
used to make sure that the robots can reach the grip locations at the waypoint).
Then, linear interpolation following the rebar is used to determine if the gantry
sample can be used to generate a path for the whole system between the rebar
waypoints. Once a path is found to a waypoint, the algorithm then goes for the
next waypoint in the same way until hopefully reaching the goal. Note that for
a given starting waypoint we try a fixed number of times to see if we can reach
the next waypoint.

7. Simulation results

To determine whether the concepts that we have explained in the previous
sections are feasible in CoppeliaSim or not, we have implemented them as shown
in Figure 7. Our simulation results11 verify that it is indeed possible to transfer
the needed data from a Tekla digital model into a CoppeliaSim digital model.
Moreover, we have successfully implemented the in this paper presented path
planning algorithm for gripping and tying rebars. Hence, we were able to auto-
matically fabricate the whole reinforcement rebar cage, presented in Figure 2,
bar by bar, using the gantry-robot system under the given assumptions.

11A video-clip of the developed simulation scene is available at http://www.idt.mdh.se/
personal/aps01/research/robotics/constructionRobots.mp4
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8. Discussion

Figure 2 shows a CAD model of the reinforcement in a bridge support base
slab. The bridge was built a few years ago close to Stockholm, Sweden. To
investigate the feasibility of fabricating rebar cages using industrial robots the
reinforcement in Figure 2 was built by robots in a 1:2 down-scaled laboratory
version of the cage. Three ABB IRB 1200 robots were used for this purpose.
Upon building the gantry-robot system and configuration of the gantry, the
system has to be calibrated to minimize the positioning error. A method for
this purpose was developed. The rebar cage digital model was imported into
the ABB RobotStudio12 software for simulation of the process as well as off-line
programming of the entire gantry-robot system. In the laboratory, rebars of
different types were placed on a fixture where two robots could cooperatively
pick and mount them on their designated positions. The third robot, i.e., the
tying robot, was then able to tie the rebars together while the two other robots
were holding the rebar. This process continued and the rebars were mounted
and tied together with one after another until the entire cage was built. During
this demonstration, we noticed several challenges some of which are mentioned
in this paper and are planned to be addressed in the continued and future work.

One major challenge was to find a way to calculate the robot movements.
This was a necessary step since the structures are normally one of a kind. This
part of the project is what is the main part of this paper. We decided to use
the software CoppeliaSim13 in this part of the work because we found that it is
efficient in collision detection.

Another important challenge that we noticed during the demonstration was
related to tying the bars together. The tool used for this purpose needs to
generate tight and stable knots. Also, the interface between the robot and the
tool needs to be arranged in such a way that the two can communicate in a
good way. In co-operating with the Swedish company Husqvarna, we have come
across such a tying tool. This tool will be used in the upcoming laboratory
testing.

We have now modified the gantry-robot system enabling the robots to move,
not just in the x-y plane but also in the vertical z-direction. This modification
allows the system to build more complex rebar cages. The next step in the
project will be to test this modified gantry-robot system together with the
algorithms for automatic calculation of the robot movements described in this
paper. This testing will again be in a laboratory environment and downscaled
1:2.

As explained in the previous sections, the presented robotic system is not a
mobile platform in the sense that it is going to move around the construction
site. This robotic system is complemented with a bar bending and cutting
machine, and is going to be built somewhere on-site to pre-fabricate the rebar

12https://new.abb.com/products/robotics/robotstudio
13https://www.coppeliarobotics.com/
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Figure 9: Comparison of the current process, and the future process with the automated
solution.

cages. Furthermore, if for some reason it is not possible to build such a station
on-site, the rebar cages can still be pre-fabricated off-site and transported to
the site, as it is done in some construction projects already today, albeit that
these cages are fabricated manually.

The deployment of robotic solutions on a construction site is complicated.
Moreover, there are also issues regarding the impact on the construction pro-
cess. The solution that we propose can be compared to pre-fabrication close to
the construction site. This reduces the problem of having a robot or a system
of robots moving around the construction site into the problem of moving rein-
forcement cages around the site, something which has been tried before. With
this perspective, we chose to tackle the technical problem of rebar installation,
to begin with.

The proposed approach can have a significant impact on the schedule of a
construction project, and the end-to-end process. Figure 9 shows a summary of
the different stages of a generic construction project, comparing the traditional
approach (in the first row) to the envisioned future process. The current and
future processes are based on [21, 22, 23], where the digitalization/automation
of a construction process has been analyzed. The coloured cells of Figure 9
highlight the activities that will be either introduced or affected due to the
proposed solution. Note that, in the future process, a more advanced level
of digitalization/automation is required as the 3D-BIM model will be used to
generate the robot program to fabricate the rebar cages.
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9. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented how to transfer data (model transforma-
tion) from a Tekla model of a reinforcement cage (consisting of a set of rebars)
to corresponding models in CoppeliaSim. Moreover, we have presented path
planning algorithms for transporting and tying these rebars. Our proposed ap-
proach was under the assumption that the gantry, the robot, and the rebars
are completely stiff and ideal. Our simulation results, under such assumptions,
verify that the concept successfully operates as envisioned. Additionally, to get
a better insight into the potential challenges in bringing to life such an idea,
we decided to manually fabricate the exact cage used in the simulation. In this
manual fabrication, we observed several challenges which are yet to be addressed
by our algorithms in future research. We would call them “transition to the real
world”. These challenges include, but may not be limited to:

• automated extraction of the required data, e.g., gripping points and tying
points, from the digital model of the rebar cage,

• automated generation of the rebar installation order, i.e., how to place the
bars one after another such that building the cage is feasible,

• path planning for placing rebars and for tying rebars when they are not
assumed to be ideal anymore, and

• adapting a tying tool to be used together with the industrial robots.

For the simulation described in this paper, we have extracted the data from
the Tekla model manually. This is a very tedious task given the fact that
the reinforcement cages normally include many bars, e.g., the model that we
have used for the simulation described in this paper includes more than 200
rebars. In addition to extracting the data, for fully automatic fabrication of the
reinforcement cage, it is necessary to automatically generate a valid order for
placing the rebars one after the other such that fabrication of the reinforcement
cage is indeed feasible, i.e., without any collision. Finding such an order is
a challenging problem given the fact that there is a large number of rebars to
place, meaning that a pure combinatorial search is not possible and/or extremely
time-consuming. Hence a heuristic solution should be implemented.

The path planning algorithm described in this paper assumes that the bars,
the gantry, and the robots are ideal and stiff. However, in the real world, the
rebars, the gantry, and the robots are more or less flexible. Moreover, they likely
deflect due to gravity. The deflection of the rebars, being relatively big, must be
taken into account in the collision checking algorithm. In addition to that, the
rebar deviations with respect to their theoretical geometry will affect their final
positions in the cage which need to be considered when tying the bars together.

After placing a rebar in its correct position, it must be tied into place using
a tying tool. The tying tool which we are currently using is a tying tool meant
for manual tying which later has been adapted for robotic applications. Several
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important aspects should be taken into account with any tying tool: (i) quality
and tightness of the knots, (ii) tolerance of the tool meaning that how close
the two bars should be to each other for the tying tool to be able to tie them
together tightly, and (iii) giving a reliable feedback signal such that we know that
the bars are tied tight enough together and the process has finished properly.
The tightness of the knots is, however, of particular importance. Based on
our observations, if the rebars are not tied together tight enough, they will
displace from their position. This displacement, in return, can cause some
serious problems. These problems are, but not limited to:

• Tying failure because of the tying point displacement. In other words, it
won’t be possible to tie the next rebar to the already displaced rebar from
the pre-defined tying point, and

• Collision of the robot and/or the next rebar(s) with the displaced rebar.

In our simulation, we have yet to equip the robots with tools, as these tools
are still in development. The idea, however, is to use the middle robot for tying
and the two other robots for pick and place of the rebar. We are also looking
into developing tools that work for both gripping and tying which would make
it possible to use all three robots for either task. Another way to increase
flexibility in terms of what each robot can do is to use a tool changer for one or
more robots.

In summary, our future work will include, but may not be limited to a)
Automatic generation of the required data, b) Dealing with deviations of the
robot, gantry, and the rebars from their theoretical geometry, c) Investigating
the possibility of modifying the digital model and considering the addition of a
stable frame so that the rebars are fixed in their final position, even when the
knots are not tied enough.
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